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With the rapid development of the economy and remarkable advancements in the

fields of science and technology, economic globalization has become inevitable as human

society develops. Economic globalization also promotes economic interdependence, which

is defined on the basis of the concept that “in the division of labor, individuals depend on

others to produce all or most of the goods they need to sustain their lives” (Oxford Dic-

tionary of Archaeology). Analyzing the effects of economic interdependence on political

relations has become a focal point among international relations scholars. A considerable

volume of recent scholarship has focused attention on the relationship between economic

interdependence and interstate relations following the Second World War. A major con-

troversy exists between the school of liberals and the school of realists. Liberal theorists

argue that economic interdependence decreases and mitigates interstate conflict, while

realists contend that asymmetries in trade increase and exacerbate interstate conflict.

As scholars applying different theories and different empirics launch the discussion of

economic interdependence’s impact on interstate conflict in the past 20 years, the number

of international free trade agreements (FTAs) has been growing dramatically. For exam-

ple, in Asia, 238 FTAs involving Asian countries have been concluded and/or are under

negotiation (Hamanaka, 2012). Under comprehensive political calculations and empirical

commercial intercourse, FTAs are determined, in a competitive economic environment,

to “reduce policy-controlled barriers to the flow of goods, services, capital, labor, etc.,”

(Baier, Egger, and McLaughlin, 2008: 461) in order to promote the welfare of national

enterprises and consumers. A number of studies have explored the relationship between

formation of FTAs and economic interdependence. Within this context, Hamanaka (2012)

argues that FTAs could result from either high or low levels of economic interdependence,

while Bergstrand (2007) demonstrated through careful theoretical and empirical analysis

that FTAs dramatically increase members’ international trade using the gravity equation

approach, from an opposite direction.

However, only a few scholars have studied the direct influence of FTAs on interstate

disputes and/or the joint influence of FTAs and different levels of economic interdepen-
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dence on bilateral political relations. To fill this gap, the purpose of this paper is to shed

light on the following questions: (1) How do bilateral FTAs contribute to a higher level

of economic interdependence between dyad countries? (2) Do bilateral FTAs promote

peace? And (3) how do bilateral FTAs enhance the impact of economic interdependence

on interstate conflict? To answer these questions, first, this paper examines the wide

spectrum of liberal and realist arguments by reviewing a number of studies regarding

the relationship between economic interdependence and political relations, providing a

comprehensive picture of how economic ties affect interstate disputes both positively and

negatively. In this section, the relationship between economic interdependence and the

formation of FTAs are described. Also, the relationship between FTAs and interstate

disputes is briefly explained. In the second section, three hypotheses are introduced. The

third section covers research design, in which I describe how I manipulate my data, and

how my questions will be analyzed with this data. The concluding section provides a brief

summary of the paper and discusses the need for conducting further research about how

the degree of de jure (in law) and de facto (in fact) bilateral economic interdependence

is valued and used by foreign policy makers, which would further influence international

relations. Additionally, at the global level, I address the likely coeffect of multilateral

FTAs and economic interdependence on interstate conflict.

A more comprehensive understanding of bilateral FTAs’ direct contribution to peace

and how bilateral FTAs enhance the impact of economic interdependence on interstate

conflict will help us to apply these theories to analyze specific political issues of certain

countries in certain regions, while informing policymakers today with a critical under-

standing of the world in which we live so they may help craft a more peaceful world. This

paper also aids scholars in further research within the international political economy and

security studies fields.
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1 Literature Review

1.1 Theories of Trade and Conflict

I concluded four propositions about the trade-conflict relationship that are identified

among a number of scholars as following: (1) the democratic peace theory argument that

democratic leaders are more likely to cooperate with democratic partners than to initiate

military conflicts with them; (2) liberal argument that economic interdependence can

mitigate potential conflict in international relations to some degree; (3) the argument,

held by realists, that economic interdependence might lead to international conflict; and

(4) the suggestion that trade and conflict are irrelevant.

1.1.1 Democratic Peace Theory

Democratic peace theory emphasizes that economic interdependence has a positive influ-

ence on interstate relationships of democratic regimes while decreasing conflict. Demo-

cratic leaders know that established commercial ties and domestic economic growth might

be hindered and even damaged by such conflicts with trading partners (Polachek, 1997;

Gelpi and Grieco, 2008). Therefore, democracies tend to “cooperate more and fight less”

(Polachek, 1997). Additionally, the democratization process is considered as a set of in-

teractions between the new democratic leadership and the old authoritarian elite (Clare,

2007). A stronger legacy of authoritarian rule is expected to lead to a more cautious for-

eign policy. Therefore, foreign policy failure would be seen as a sign of incompetence of

democracy, giving the leaders of the previous autocratic regime the incentive and excuse

to overthrow the new democratic government (Clare, 2007). In sum, “democracies were

very unlikely to fight each other” (Russett and Starr, 1989: 434).

1.1.2 Liberalism

Doyle argued that international relations are governed by perceptions of national security

and the balance of power (Doyle, 1983). The national economy determines a country’s
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national security and the possibility of shifting the global distribution of economic power.

Liberal theorists argue that states are more likely to deal with disputes through alterna-

tives to the use of direct military force once they have become closely linked with each

other economically (Masterson, 2012). A certain degree of the balance of power between

two countries becomes more stable once economic connections are established. There-

fore, economic interdependence can mitigate potential conflict in international relations

to some degree. Thus, “economic interdependence has pacifying effects on international

relations” (Xia, Jia, and Chen, 2014; Oneal, 2003; Lu and Thies, 2010).

1.1.3 Realism

Realists argue that economic interdependence might lead to international conflict. Real-

ists assume that states care more about relative gains with the trade partner and who

gains more (Levy and Thompson, 2010). In this sense, economic interdependence in-

evitably causes asymmetries in trade. States are more likely to preserve and seize their

relative gains through initiating conflict (Xia, Jia, and Chen, 2014). Similarly, Hirschman

(1945) argues that asymmetrical interdependence can affect states’ political relations as

gains from trade are rarely symmetrical. Waltz (1970) also claims that economic in-

terdependence could possibly cause conflict since trade lead to close and frequent con-

tacts within trade partners. Barbieri (1996) argues that rather than inhibiting conflict,

“extensive economic interdependence increases the likelihood that dyads will engage in

militarized interstate disputes. Extreme interdependence has the greatest potential for

increasing the likelihood of conflict” (29). As asymmetrical trade occurs, the more pow-

erful states are more likely to vie with one another for control over finite resources and

markets, and the expansion of trade may cause increased interstate conflict (Lenin, 1990).

In addition, those states who focus more on who gains more might view the gain to their

partner as a potential loss to themselves. In this sense, they will be reluctant to grant

other states the benefits associated with trade. Therefore, the states who cannot bene-

fit from trade may seek other alternatives, i.e. military confrontation, to preserve their
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interest (Gowa, 1994). More radically, some realists claim that economic independence

stimulates the use of force. Buzan (1984) argues that economic independence leads to

conflict, where states aim at accumulating monetary reserves through a positive balance

of trade in mercantilist structures. Asymmetries eventually stimulate military confronta-

tion.

1.1.4 Trade Is Irrelevant to Conflict

Some argue that international conflict reduces economic interdependence rather than

vice versa. Kim and Rousseau (2005) contend that, in the cases where conflict exists, the

impact of economic interdependence evaporates once disputes are solved. Instead, leaders

determine the utility of conflict based on security concerns and military factors rather than

economic relations (Bueno de Mesquita, 1981). Therefore, economic interdependence

hardly makes any difference on conflict. In contrast, the use of military force diminishes

a state’s economic interdependence with its adversary in a dispute (Kim and Rousseau,

2005).

It is important to understand the trade-conflict relationship in order to further explore

the FTA-conflict relationship because bilateral FTAs are the products of trade. The very

purpose of bilateral FTAs is to reduce policy-controlled barriers for exploiting the trade

potential. I now turn to an investigation of the propositions about the effects of FTAs

on economic interdependence.

1.2 Theories of Trade and FTAs

Surprisingly, the formation of FTAs is not solely due to a tight commercial intercourse.

FTAs are determined in a competitive economic environment, resulting from both polit-

ical calculations and economic interdependence:

The vast majority of FTAs are among countries: (1) that are close in distance

and consequently share low bilateral transaction costs, but are also remote
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from the rest of the world; (2) that are large and similar in economic size and

consequently benefit from greater specialization in production and greater

variety in terms of consumption; and (3) that differ in relative factor endow-

ments, benefitting from the exchange of traditional comparative advantages

(Baier, Bergstrand, Egger, and McLaughlin, 2008: 492).

Briefly, bilateral FTAs are established after careful consideration of geographic advan-

tages which could lower bilateral transaction costs between two economic entities with

similar economic sizes that occupy different essential productive factors. The formation of

foreign PTAs tends to lower tariffs in order to reduce the welfare loss from trade diversion

(Egger, Peter and Larch, 2008).

More thoroughly, Hamanaka (2012) has demonstrated the theoretical relationship

between FTAs and economic interdependence. She argued that high levels of trade in-

terdependence lead to the formation of FTAs (Hamanaka, 2012), because policymakers

are more willing to have problems, occurring in increasingly complex and dense economic

interdependencies, formalized and solved through institutionalized and formal agreement

rather than solving issues through ad hoc political bargaining (Keohane, 1993; Petri,

1993). Additionally, she contended that low levels of trade interdependence also lead to

the formation of FTAs as a tool to “exploit the trade potential between the members

that has yet to be realized” (15). In this sense, FTAs and economic interdependence are

highly relevant. More recently, Leung (2016) empirically tested the impact of FTAs on

economic interdependence in North American countries, showing that “the average treat-

ment effect of a free trade agreement is 0.94, which shows that bilateral trade increases,

on average, by 155% from a free trade agreement” (177).

So far, I have briefly identified the trade-conflict relationship, and how FTAs affect

trade. Next, let me structure how FTAs solely act on conflict in order to help us identify

the joint influence of FTAs and trade in the rest of the paper.
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1.3 Theories of FTAs and Conflict

Scholars began to expect that such de jure economic interdependence (i.e. FTAs) tends

to decrease international conflicts and enhance world peace after the formation of Euro-

pean Economic Community (EEC) since it significantly contributes to the peace between

France and Germany after the Second World War. They found that multilateral FTAs

and bilateral FTAs act differently in terms of war.

Anderson and Wincoop (2003) argued that economic globalization which is due to

easier access to foreign market (i.e. multilateral FTAs) tends to increase multilateral

trade at the expense of bilateral trade. In this sense, bilateral FTAs raise the relative

cost of a bilateral conflict and therefore reduce its probability. However, at the same time,

it lowers the relative costs of a bilateral conflict with third countries as well. As a result,

a bilateral FTA may increase the likelihood of military conflicts with third countries.

Moreover, multilateral FTAs increase the likelihood of conflicts among member states.

That is, it is very easy for states to divert their trade to other multilateral FTAs members.

Thus, this paper focuses exclusively on the bilateral FTAs.

More straightforwardly, Martin, Mayer and Thoenig (2008) contended that bilateral

FTAs deter bilateral war, while multilateral FTAs increase the probability of war between

any given pair of countries of membership. Bilateral trade increases the opportunity cost

of bilateral conflict. In multilateral FTAs, since all members comply with the same

principles of trading and face the same level of policy-controlled barriers, they might

have very few incentives to make concessions to avert escalation of any conflicts between

another country of membership.

2 Hypotheses

Before turning to the empirical test of my hypotheses, I will consolidate the theoretical

framework and articulate the following hypotheses.

Bilateral FTAs are formed in both high and low levels of trade interdependence.
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FTAs are used to solve trade problems occurring in complex and dense economic inter-

dependencies; and, on the other hand, tend to exploit the trade potential between less

economic interdependencies (Keohane, 1993, Petri, 1993). Bilateral FTAs promote eco-

nomic interdependence as they significantly reduce policy-controlled barriers in trading.

Bilateral FTAs also encourage trade exchanges between two countries given the intention

of exploiting trade potential. Therefore, my first hypothesis in the present article is that:

H1. Bilateral FTAs increases the degree of economic interdependence through regulat-

ing and solving trade conflicts and exploiting the trade potential.

The opportunity cost hypothesis holds that the huge opportunity cost of conflict leads

interdependent states to seek other alternatives to the use of force in order to solve dis-

putes. First, the nature and motivation of having disputes and conflicts between two

countries is to acquire scarce resources and to defend state sovereignty. Compared with

direct military confrontation, bilateral FTAs are a more efficient, more economical, and

safer alternative to acquire scarce resources based on a formal document with the satisfac-

tion of both sides. Therefore, most countries look for economic cooperation opportunities

via bilateral FTAs rather than military confrontation (Xia, Jia, and Chen, 2014).

Second, countries decide whether to enter into a bilateral FTA as they evaluate the

existing FTA relationships with third countries. Namely, “when one country has an

existing FTA with a third country, the incentive of that country to form a new FTA

with a new partner country is unambiguously stronger compared to a benchmark case of

no pre-existing FTA” (Chen and Joshi, 2010: 247). In specific, it is an own-FTA effect

which means that “the impact on the net welfare gains of an FTA between two countries

owing to either already having other FTAs” (Baier, Bergstrand, and Mariutto, 2014: 31).

In this sense, if conflict disturbs the validity of bilateral FTAs due to trade destruction

and/or trade sanction, then both sides face a high cost of loss of formation of bilateral

FTAs with third countries. Therefore, bilateral FTAs could become one of the political

calculations during conflict and eventually mitigate interstate conflict.

Finally, the opportunity cost of formation of bilateral FTAs includes less trading, a
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lower level of economic interdependence, distrust between two countries, lower national

welfare, less efficient export market, domestic tensions caused by companies and the

public who loses faith in economy, shortages of resources, the cost of establishing ties with

new trading partners, the cost of making efforts in forming new FTAs with new trading

partners. Therefore, opportunity cost should remain high during conflict and thereby

helps conflict to be solved more quickly (Krustev, 2006). From the above reasoning, my

second hypothesis emerges:

H2. Bilateral FTAs tend to reduce bilateral conflicts.

A number of evidence has shown that economic interdependence can mitigate potential

conflict between two countries. Based on the first two hypotheses tested in this article that

(1) bilateral FTAs promotes economic interdependence, and (2) bilateral FTAs reduce

bilateral conflicts, the joint impact of bilateral FTAs and economic interdependence on

interstate conflict should be significant. Therefore, I formulate the last hypothesis to be

tested:

H3. The joint effects of bilateral FTAs and economic interdependence significantly

reduce the likelihood that dyads engage in interstate conflict.

3 Research Design

I next describe how I am testing my hypotheses empirically in this paper, employing a

dyad-year unit of analysis.

3.1 Bilateral FTAs and Economic Interdependence

States by no means put efforts into forming bilateral FTAs without any significant eco-

nomic and political calculations (e.g., China’s FTAs with close U.S. ally Singapore weak-

ens US influence on Singapore at least at an economic level). I expect that bilateral FTAs

significantly increase the degree of economic interdependence.

Previous empirical studies of FTAs and trade have investigated the economic incen-
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tives to form bilateral FTAs (Egger, Peter, and Larch, 2008), and the impact of FTAs

(without distinction between multiple and bilateral FTAs) on economic interdependence

in North American countries (Leung, 2016). In this study, I focus exclusively on the im-

pact of bilateral FTAs on economic interdependence between dyad countries in a world-

wide, rather than a regional level, assuming that bilateral FTAs significantly increase the

degree of economic interdependence. In this sense, I confine my analysis to the economic

interdependence of dyadic relations. A world-wide level analysis of the impact of bilateral

FTAs on trade breaks the restrictions of regional and contiguous effects. Additionally, a

focal analysis of bilateral FTAs also avoids the influence of economic considerations in

a multiple trading environment. I estimate the economic interdependence between dyad

countries i and j with the following regression:

interdependenceij = γ1 + γ2controlsij + γ3FTAsij

where the formation of bilateral FTAs is consistent with a positive impact on trade

so I expect γ3 > 0.

3.2 Bilateral FTAs and Interstate Conflict

Regarding the relationship between bilateral FTAs and interstate conflict, I expect that

the benefits of bilateral FTAs should make interstate conflict less likely to arise in such re-

lations. However, when conflicts do arise, the presence of bilateral FTAs should catalyze

conflict to be solved more quickly. I test the theoretical prediction that a pair of countries

with bilateral FTAs has a lower probability of bilateral conflicts on the 1992-2001 period

with each other using the MID dyadic data from the Correlates of War (COW) project

that precisely defines interstate armed conflicts. I expand the MID data to capture “pres-

ence” of conflict rather than onset in order to fit my dyad-year unit of analysis. Regarding

the variable of bilateral FTAs, it is treated as non-formation before presence while forma-

tion at presence and afterwards. I estimate the probability of bilateral conflicts in dyad

countries i and j with bilateral FTAs with the following regression:

Pr(warij) = γ1 + γ2controlsij + γ3FTAsij
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where the formation of bilateral FTAs is consistent with a negative impact on the

probability of bilateral conflicts so I expect γ3 < 0.

3.3 The joint effects of bilateral FTAs and economic interde-

pendence

Because bilateral FTAs significantly promote economic interdependence while both bi-

lateral FTAs and economic interdependence contribute to the notion of peace, both de

jure economic interdependence and de facto trade ties are put at risk for dyad countries

so that the opportunity cost of conflict increases with both preferential trade policies and

observed trade flows. I estimate the probability of bilateral conflicts in dyad countries

i and j which have established both de jure and de facto trade ties with the following

regression:

Pr(warij) = γ1 + γ2controlsij + (γ3 + γ4FTAsij)× interdependenceij + γ5FTAsij

Where interdependence represents economic interdependence between dyad countries

in a given year. When FTAs is equal to one, the economic interdependence and presence

of a bilateral FTAs in trade are consistent with a negative impact on the probability of

bilateral conflicts so I expect γ3 < 0 and γ4 < 0; additionally, the impact of FTAs itself

still exists so I expect y5 < 0.

3.4 Sample and Unit of Analysis

The unit of analysis is the dyad year, where values for both dependent variable and

explanatory variables are recorded in a given year from 1992 to 2001. In this paper,

only sovereign states are studied. The final sample includes a total of 106,071 units,

constituting 30% of the period’s population of 349,390 dyad years.

The selection of dyads is largely limited to data availability. The MID dyadic data

is only available for 1992 to 2001 so that I confine my explanatory variables to the same

period. This leads to an inherent bias toward the exclusion of cases of non-formation
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of bilateral FTAs, because the remarkable growth of FTAs occurs in the past 20 years.

The growth speed of FTAs in the past 20 years and before the 1990s could influence the

results of bilateral FTAs’ impact on interstate conflicts.

The inference posed by my design would be more convincing if I could analyze more

MID data. Additionally, due to the dyad year unit of analysis and lack of statistical

techniques, my data violate a random selection process.

3.5 Operationalizing Variables

3.5.1 Dependent Variables

The dependent variable identifies whether dyads engage in militarized dispute (Dyadic

MID, 3.10).

The newly revised Militarized Interstate Dispute data set is used to measure intense

interstate conflict. In the dataset, each dyadic MID involves exactly two states in which

one of them was directly involved in militarized incidents against the other (Dyadic MID

codebook). A country pairing is coded as one when either (or both) took direct actions

toward the other state or from it, and zero otherwise. And then I split the year-range to

every single year. The sample includes 729 militarized interstate disputes.

3.5.2 Economic Interdependence (Trade Data Set, COW)

There are many operationalizations of trade dependence. The primary difficulty in em-

ploying a proper operationalization in this paper is how we define economic interdepen-

dence. Economic interdependence is a characteristic of a macroeconomy with “a high

degree of division of labor, where people depend on other people to produce most of the

goods and services required to sustain life and living” (Business Dictionary). Regarding

dyad countries, economic interdependence indicates the mutual dependence in terms of

producing and selling. To fit my unit of analysis, in this article, I chose Barbieri’s opera-

tionalization of economic interdependence, which is comprised of the interaction of trade
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salience and trade symmetry. In this sense, we treat that dyad countries are economically

interdependent only if they are equally and importantly trading with each other.

The COW Trade Data Set, as revised in 2012 by Barbieri and Keshk, was used in

this paper. Both dyadic trade statistics and national trade statistics will be used in order

to calculate economic dependence, applying Barbieri’s calculation method (1996). First,

trade share reflects the share of trade each state maintains with another trade partner.

Trade share is measured as follows:

TradeSharei = DyadicTradeij
TotalTradei

Secondly, Barbieri (1996) used trade share to measure the extent to which trade part-

ners are dependent upon another trade partner. Trade salience measures “the importance

or size of the trading relationship” (36).The trade salience is the geometric mean of the

trade share of state i and the trade share of state j:

Salienceij =
√
TradeSharei × TradeSharej

Thirdly, “symmetry is measured by one minus the absolute value of the difference

in trade shares composing the dyad, with higher scores indicating greater equality of

dependence” (Barbieri, 1996:36). Symmetry measures the quality of trading dependence

between dyad countries. Symmetry is calculated as follows:

Symmetryij = 1− |TradeSharei − TradeSharej|

Finally, Barbieri (1996) treated the interactions of salience and symmetry as eco-

nomic interdependence between dyad countries. And then we can calculate the trade

interdependence between two countries as follows:

Interdependenceij = Salienceij × Symmetryij

Figure one shows the distribution of economic interdependence data. Economic in-

terdependence significantly varies between the particular country dyad observation that

had previously signed an FTA and dyads with no previous FTA. The mean of economic

interdependence of dyads with FTA is 0.017. The mean of economic interdependence of

dyads with no FTA is 0.003. Figure 1 shows that dyads with FTA hold a relatively higher

degree of economic interdependence than dyads with no FTA do.
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3.5.3 The Formation of FTAs (EIA Database)

The EIA database records the economic integration of bilateral country pairings for 195

countries annually from 1950 through 2011 (EIA codebook). Depending on the level of

economic integration, a country pairing was assigned a numeric code from zero to six.

In my paper, I will discuss FTAs only, which were coded “3” if the dyads signed FTA. I

will keep the analysis constrained to 1992-2001 in order to match the dyadic MID data
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(Version 3.10). The formation of bilateral FTAs is only equal to one in a single year

and afterwards for any given agreement. Therefore, I will code the FTA variable as zero

before formation. Thus, the FTAs data were used here as a dichotomous variable, where

the formation of FTA between a dyad is coded as one, and zero otherwise.

No Bilateral FTAs Bilateral FTAs Total
No Interstate Conflict 118135 4220 122355
Interstate Conflict 372 30 402
Total 118507 4250 122757

Figure 2. Distribution of FTAs and Conflict

Figure two shows that there are 4250 signed bilateral FTAs between dyad countries

from 1992 to 2001. In this paper, I failed to add a reasonable time lag in order to identify

the time that bilateral FTAs need to actually affect either economic interdependence or

conflict.

3.6 Introducing Control Variables

3.6.1 Contiguity and Geographic Proximity (Direct Contiguity, COW)

It is necessary to control for both direct and indirect contiguity. On one hand, contiguous

countries undertake relatively lower trade cost than noncontiguous countries at least due

to the shorter distance of shipping. Therefore, contiguous countries have higher levels of

trade than noncontiguous countries. On the other hand, contiguous countries are more

likely to get involved in conflicts due to inevitable sovereignty and territorial disputes.

Scholars have empirically tested the claim that contiguous dyads are more likely to trade

with each other (Arad and Hirsch, 1981) and have higher levels of conflict (Goertz and

Diehl, 1992; Gochman, 1991) than noncontiguous countries.

The COW contiguity set (dyad-year-level in specific), as revised in 2007 by Paul

Hensel, was used here. I will hold the argument that there are no significant differences
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between different categories of contiguity (Barbieri, 1994a); therefore, I chose to employ

a dummy variable of contiguity, where direct contiguity (by land and by sea less than

150 miles) is coded as one, and zero otherwise.

3.6.2 Joint Democracy and Polity Difference (Polity IV)

Democratic peace theory emphasizes that economic interdependence makes positive in-

fluence on interstate relationships of democratic regimes while decreasing conflict. A

number of scholars have empirically tested that democracies rarely go to war with each

other (Dixon, 1994; Bremer, 1992; Maoz and Russett, 1993). Additionally, I assume that

relatively harmonious and benign relationship between similar regimes could contribute

to the formation of bilateral FTAs. Therefore, it is extremely important to control the

influence of joint democracy.

I rely on the Polity IV data (Marshall, Jaggers and Gurr 2016) to represent dyadic

democracy here, in order to fit my unit of analysis. In the Polity IV dataset, a score of

-10 is given if the regime is highly authoritarian, while the score of 10 represents a highly

democratic regime. I will use Erik’s (2007) calculation method to prepare monadic values

by “combining Polity democracy (DEMOC) and autocracy (AUTOC) scales as follows:

[(DEMOCi - AUTOCi ) + 10]/2” (174). BOTH DEMOC. (≥ 7) equals one (“1”), and

zero (“0”) if one of dyad is less than seven.

3.6.3 Military Alliance (Formal Alliance Dataset, COW)

Alliances are intended to deter and reduce interstate conflicts. Additionally, the high cor-

relation between military alliance and trade partners has been revealed by Gowa (1994).

Therefore, I have to control for the presence of military alliances. The COW alliances data

(4.1 dyad yearly in specific), as released in 2013, was used here. Alliance is a dichotomous

variable coded “1” for dyad exist an alliance in a given year, and “0” otherwise.
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3.6.4 Power Ratio (Composite Index of National Capabilities Dataset, CINC).

Studies have revealed the significant impact of relative power on interstate relations.

Organski and Kugler (1980) argued that asymmetrical power promotes peace while Mor-

genthau (1964) contended that power parity is more conducive to promoting peace. And

thus, I must control for the relative power of dyad countries.

Relative power is operationalized as state’s COW relative capabilities index (CINC).

CINC weighted state’s average share of urban population, energy consumption, military

expenditures, and industrial resources (Bremer, 1980). A ratio of larger to smaller state’s

capabilities is used to measure relative power. The log of the relative capabilities is

used to control for the large variations in CINC scores among states within the system

(Barbieri, 1996).

3.7 Research Limitations

First of all, part of my causality in the present paper is that bilateral FTAs enhance

economic interdependence, and then economic interdependence further promotes peace.

However, when I employed FTA and economic interdependence as independent variables,

it caused the issue of collinearity because these two independent variables are highly

correlated.

Secondly, I employed bilateral FTAs as a dummy variable. However, there is a huge

difference among bilateral FTAs in content. Some bilateral FTAs are high-quality FTAs.

For example, the bilateral FTAs between China and Korea make clear provisions on

investment, electronic commerce, intellectual property rights, telecommunications, trade

in services, economic cooperation, and among other fields. Some bilateral FTAs are

low-quality FTAs which merely focus on general tariff reduction. In the future research,

I could develop some indicators to measure and classify bilateral FTAs with different

qualities.

Thirdly, there is an endogeneity issue in my first hypothesis which argues that bilateral
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FTAs increase the degree of economic interdependence, as economic interdependence

would affect the formation of bilateral FTAs.

Finally, regarding the external validity of my second hypothesis which argues that

bilateral FTAs tend to reduce bilateral conflict, there would be economic winners and

losers due to the formation of bilateral FTAs. If the economic losers in the country on

the side of a political winning coalition, then bilateral FTAs would not reduce bilateral

conflicts.

4 Analysis

4.1 Difference-of-means of Economic Interdependence between

Dyad Countries That Have Signed Bilateral FTAs and Coun-

tries without Bilateral FTAs

Pearson’s Chi-squared test

X-squared = 120250, df = 92971, p-value < 2.2e-16

Since p-value is small, we reject the null hypothesis. The data provide convincing evi-

dence that the formation of bilateral FTAs and economic interdependence are dependent.

It appears that economic interdependence varies by whether dyad countries have formed

bilateral FTAs. The difference-of-means of economic interdependence significantly vary

between dyad countries that have signed bilateral FTAs and countries that do not form

bilateral FTAs.

4.1.1 Conditions for the Chi-squared test

Independence: each case that contributes a count to the table must be independent of

all the other cases in the table. This condition is satisfied.

Sample size: each particular condition of formation of bilateral FTAs (i.e. formation

and non-formation) have more than 5 expected cases (i.e. various values of economic
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interdependence).

df > 1: degrees of freedom is 92971 which is much greater than 1.

Therefore, all conditions for the Chi-squared test are satisfied.

4.2 Full Model for FTAs and Economic Interdependence

Table 1:

Dependent variable:

interdependence

FTA 0.007∗∗∗

(0.0002)
contiguity 0.028∗∗∗

(0.0002)
alliance 0.004∗∗∗

(0.0001)
relative P −0.0001

(0.00005)
democracy 0.004∗∗∗

(0.0001)
Constant 0.001∗∗∗

(0.0001)

Observations 106,046
R2 0.242
Adjusted R2 0.242
Residual Std. Error 0.011 (df = 106040)
F Statistic 6,782.630∗∗∗ (df = 5; 106040)

Note: ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001

Intercept: when all the explanatory variables are zero, the economic interdependence

between any two given countries is 0.001. Obviously, the intercept does not make sense

in context. It only serves to adjust the height of the line.

Slope of FTA: all else held constant, the model predicts that the economic interde-

pendence between two countries that have signed bilateral FTAs is 0.007 higher than it

is between two countries without the formation of bilateral FTAs. Because the p-value is

small, so we reject the null hypothesis. The model predicts that the formation of bilateral
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FTAs promotes economic interdependence of dyad countries.

Slope of contiguity: all else held constant, two directly contiguous countries have

0.028 economic interdependence higher on average than noncontiguous states. Because

the p-value is small, so we reject the null hypothesis. The model predicts that directly

contiguous countries are more likely to trade with each other.

Slope of alliance: all else held constant, dyad that exists an alliance has 0.004 economic

interdependence lower than dyad without alliance. According to the small p-value, we

have 99% confidence to say that allies are more likely to trade with each other.

Slope of relative power: if there is a relationship between relative power and economic

interdependence of two countries, one increase of relative states’ capabilities causes 0.0001

decrease of economic interdependence between two countries. However, we fail to reject

the null hypothesis because the p-value is so big. The explanatory variable of relative

power is not significant in explaining economic interdependence.

Slope of democracy: all else held constant, two democratic countries have 0.004 eco-

nomic interdependence higher than dyad that at least one state is not democratic. We

reject the null hypothesis, arguing that democratic countries are more likely to trade with

each other.

The adjusted R2 is equal to 0.242. It means that the model explains 24.2% of the

variation in the values of my response variable—economic interdependence.

F test: The null hypothesis is that the fit of the intercept-only model and my model are

equal. The alternative hypothesis is that the fit of the intercept-only model is significantly

reduced compared to my model. Because the p-value of the F test is small, so I can reject

the null-hypothesis and conclude that my model provides a better fit than the intercept-

only model.
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4.3 Analyze Residuals
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4.3.1 Constant Variability

In the first plot of residuals vs. fitted, it shows that the variability of residuals around

the 0 line are not perfect constant. However, the range of residuals are moderately equal.

And regarding the negative residuals, there is a clear trend of the variability of residuals.

Therefore, this condition is moderately violated.

4.3.2 Test Heteroskedasticity

studentized Breusch-Pagan test

data: fullmodel BP = 6226.7, df = 5, p-value < 2.2e-16

The P-value is so small, so we reject the null hypothesis. Residuals in my fullmodel

are not constant.
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In the histogram, it presents a unimodal distribution in which there is only one clear peak

and/or most frequent value. However, the range of negative variability and the range of

positive variability varies largely. This also indicates that the constant variability is
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moderately violated.
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4.3.3 Nearly Normal Residuals

The residuals should be nearly normal. In the second normal probability plot of residuals,

this condition is violated because there are unusual observations that do not follow the

trend of the rest of the data. There are a lot of observations deviate the variability trend

line. This condition is violated.

4.4 Full Model for Bilateral FTAs and Conflict

Table 2:

Dependent variable:

conflict

(1) (2) (3) (4)

FTA −0.375 −0.395 −0.374 −0.172
(0.208) (0.208) (0.209) (0.260)

salience −1.233
(1.973)

symmetry 0.320
(7.836)

interdependence −1.316 0.224
(2.063) (2.320)

contiguity 4.277∗∗∗ 4.253∗∗∗ 4.279∗∗∗ 4.258∗∗∗

(0.143) (0.139) (0.144) (0.145)
alliance 0.110 0.110 0.110 0.093

(0.150) (0.150) (0.150) (0.151)
relative P −0.156 −0.156 −0.156 −0.146

(0.098) (0.098) (0.098) (0.098)
democracy −1.406∗∗∗ −1.440∗∗∗ −1.404∗∗∗ −1.424∗∗∗

(0.242) (0.238) (0.243) (0.243)
FTA:interdependence −6.445

(5.480)
Constant −6.809∗∗∗ −7.130 −6.809∗∗∗ −6.821∗∗∗

(0.140) (7.840) (0.140) (0.140)

Observations 106,071 106,071 106,071 106,071
Log Likelihood −1,472.418 −1,472.622 −1,472.410 −1,471.593
Akaike Inf. Crit. 2,958.836 2,959.245 2,958.820 2,959.186

Note: ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001
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4.4.1 Interpretation of Full Model 3

Intercept: when all the explanatory variables are zero, the coefficient that the log odds

of conflict is negative 6.809. Obviously, the intercept does not make sense in context. It

only serves to adjust the height of the line.

FTA: Formation of bilateral FTAs, versus no FTAs, changes the log odds of wars by

negative 0.374. Though the model fails to predict that the formation of bilateral FTAs

reduce the probability of conflict between dyad countries, the negative sign tells us that

the relationship between bilateral FTAs and conflict is negative if there is a relationship

between these two variables. However, the p-value is not small, so I fail to reject the null

hypothesis. The explanatory variable of bilateral FTAs is not significant in predicting

conflict.

Economic interdependence: if the relationship between economic interdependence and

conflict exists, all else held constant, for a one-unit increase in economic interdependence,

the log odds of wars decreases by 1.316. This model should have predicted that there is

negative relationship between economic interdependence and wars. However, the p-value

is not small, so I fail to reject the null hypothesis.

Contiguity: all else held constant, contiguous countries, versus noncontiguous coun-

tries, change the log of wars by 4.279. Additionally, in other models, both the sign and

significance of the value of contiguity do not change at all. The p-value is small, so

we reject the null hypothesis. The model The model predicts that directly contiguous

countries are more likely to be involved in interstate conflict.

Alliance: all else held constant, dyads that exist an alliance, versus dyads without an

alliance, change the log odds of conflict by 0.11, if the relationship between alliance and

conflict exists. Additionally, in other models, both the sign and significance of the value

of alliance do not change at all. The p-value is not small, so we fail to reject the null

hypothesis.

Relative power: if there is a relationship between relative power, all else held constant,

for a one-unit increase in relative power, the log odds of wars decreases by 0.156. It means
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that the country with relatively larger state’s capabilities is less likely to go to war with

the country with smaller state’s capabilities. Additionally, in other models, both the sign

and significance of the value of relative power do not change at all. However, the p-value

is not small, so we fail to reject the null hypothesis.

Democracy: all else held constant, democratic countries, versus dyad countries which

have at one state is not democratic, change the log of wars by negative 1.404. Additionally,

in other models, both the sign and significance of the value of democracy do not change

at all. The p-value is small, so we reject the null hypothesis. The model The model

predicts that democratic countries are less likely to be get involved in interstate conflict.

4.4.2 Some Interpretation of Other Logit Models

Salience in model one: if the relationship between salience and conflict exists, all else

held constant, for a one-unit increase in salience, the log odds of wars decreases by 1.233.

This model should have predicted that dyad countries with more important and bigger

size of the trading relationship are less likely to be involved in bilateral conflict. However,

the p-value is not small, so I fail to reject the null hypothesis.

Symmetry in model two: if the relationship between trade symmetry and conflict

exists, all else held constant, for a one-unit increase in trade symmetry, the log odds

of wars increases by 0.32. This model should have predicted that the balance of trade

dependence is important for protecting bilateral conflict. The positive sign indicates that

asymmetric trade dependence provokes wars. However, the p-value is not small, so I fail

to reject the null hypothesis.

Interaction of bilateral FTAs and economic interdependence in model 4: if the joint

impact of economic interdependence and bilateral FTAs’ formation on conflict exists, all

else held constant, for a one-unit increase in economic interdependence between dyad

countries which have previous FTAs, the log odds of wars decreases by 6.445. The

negative sign tells us that the joint impact of economic interdependence and bilateral

FTAs’ formation would decrease the probability of wars between dyad countries.
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However, the p-value is not small, so I fail to reject the null hypothesis. The effect

of economic interdependence upon the dependent variable, conflict, is not contingent

upon the existence of a foreign trade agreements (FTAs). Rather, the effect of economic

interdependence upon the likelihood of engaging in conflict is the same regardless of

whether the particular country dyad observation had previously signed an FTA or whether

no previous FTAs between those two countries exists.

4.4.3 Coefficient Test for Full Model 3

After adjusting for the lack of constant variance by modeling using robust standard errors,

the dummy indicator for an FTA emerges as being marginally statistically significant

(p < 0.1).

Table 3:

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -6.809 0.140 -48.686 0

FTA -0.374 0.209 -1.795 0.073
interdependence -1.316 2.063 -0.638 0.524

contiguity 4.279 0.144 29.749 0
alliance 0.110 0.150 0.733 0.464

relative P -0.156 0.098 -1.586 0.113
democracy -1.404 0.243 -5.789 0
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4.4.4 Graph Predictions for Full Model 3
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The graph for predictions of fullmodel 4 is used to identify the relationship between

bilateral FTAs and conflict. I controlled for the variables of economic interdependence,

contiguity, alliance, relative power ratio, and joint democracy. In the graph, I used the

median of economic interdependence, controlled for an indirect contiguity of non-allied

dyad countries that at least one of them is non-democratic country, and used the mean

of relative power ratio.

The trend of the best fitted line goes well in the graph. The negative slope of the line

predicts that there is a negative relationship between the formation of bilateral FTAs and
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the probability of interstate conflict.

However, the interval confidential overlaps. The model does not convincingly explain

the relationship between my explanatory variable (bilateral FTAs) and dependent variable

(probability of wars).

5 Summary and Conclusions

This paper examines the the relationship between economic interdependence and the

formation of FTAs, and the relationship between FTAs and interstate disputes after

reviewing a number of literatures.

This study reveals a significantly positive relationship between bilateral FTAs and

economic interdependence, though fails to solve the endogeneity issue that has been

discussed in the research limitations section. This paper provides little empirical support

for a negative relationship between bilateral FTAs and conflict, even after controlling

for the influence of economic interdependence, contiguity, joint democracy, alliance, and

relative power ratio. Satisfyingly, regarding the relationship between bilateral FTAs and

conflict, all the signs in the results conform to my hypotheses, though the results are not

significant at all.

While I sought to answer several questions about the relationship between trade and

conflict, I failed to precisely manipulate my data. Additionally, I constrained the analysis

to 1992-2001 in order to conduct a feasible empirical study. This paper could be better

improved once I acquired more techniques in terms of manipulating data and solving

the endogeneity issues. In the future research, with panel data, I would like to propose

a difference-in-difference design. To be specific, the formation of bilateral FTAs will

be employed as a treatment. The variance of conflict between dyad countries could be

identified by giving the treatment.
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